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In this paper we propose a novel approach to authentication and privacy in mobile RFID
systems based on quadratic residues and in conformance to EPC Class-1 Gen-2 specifica-
tions. Recently, Chen et al. (2008) [10] and Yeh et al. (2011) [11] have both proposed
authentication schemes for RFID systems based on quadratic residues. However, these
schemes are not suitable for implementation on low-cost passive RFID tags as they require
the implementation of hash functions on the tags. Consequently, both of these current
methods do not conform to the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standard for passive RFID tags which
from a security perspective requires tags to only implement cyclic redundancy checks
(CRC) and pseudo-random number generators (PRNG) leaving about 2.5k–5k gates avail-
able for any other security operations. Further, due to secure channel assumptions both
schemes are not suited for mobile/wireless reader applications. We present the collabora-
tive authentication scheme suitable for mobile/wireless reader RFID systems where the
security of the server–reader channel cannot be guaranteed. Our schemes achieves authen-
tication of the tag, reader and back-end server in the RFID system and protects the privacy
of the communication without the need for tags to implement expensive hash functions.
Our scheme is the first quadratic residues based scheme to achieve compliance to EPC
Class-1 Gen-2 specifications. Through detailed security analysis we show that the collabo-
rative authentication scheme achieves the required security properties of tag anonymity,
reader anonymity, reader privacy, tag untraceability and forward secrecy. In addition, it
is resistant to replay, impersonation and desynchronisation attacks. We also show through
strand space analysis that the proposed approach achieves the required properties of
agreement, originality and secrecy between the tag and the server.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology
that enables the non-contact, automatic and unique identi-
fication of objects using radio waves [1]. RFID technology
was first used in the IFF (Identify Friend or Foe) aircraft
system during World War II. However, its use for commer-
cial applications has recently become attractive with RFID
technology seen as the replacement for the optical barcode
system that is currently in widespread use [2]. RFID has
. All rights reserved.
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many advantages over the traditional barcode. It can be ap-
plied to different objects (optical barcodes must have a flat
surface), it provides read/write capability (optical barcodes
are read only), it does not require line-of-sight contact
with readers (optical barcodes do) and more than one tag
can be read at the same time (optical barcodes can only
be read one at a time) [2,3]. These advantages have the po-
tential to significantly increase the efficiency of decentra-
lised business environments such as logistics and supply
chain management particularly in the fields of inventory
control, distribution and transportation [4].

It is estimated that the the RFID market in 2008 was
worth USD 5.2 billion [5]. However, a major proportion
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of this value was due to large national RFID schemes such
as the national ID (in China) and asset tracking (as in the
US Dept. of Defense [3]). The demand for such traditional
RFID applications is nearing saturation requiring the devel-
opment of novel applications to achieve the projected
growth of more than USD 25 billion in 2018 [5].

The attractiveness of RFID technology as a replacement
for the traditional barcode system has necessitated the need
for securing RFID systems. An important aspect of RFID
security is mutual authentication of the tag, reader and
back-end server [6,7]. Mutual authentication is required to
ensure that tag information is made available to only valid
reader and server systems and that readers and servers are
communicating with legitimate tags. Additionally, privacy
of communication also needs to be achieved. Further, for
any scheme to be practical it needs to achieve compliance
with industry standards and specifications.

The EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standard [8] has evolved as the
industry standard for RFID tags. From a security perspec-
tive it requires tags to only implement cyclic redundancy
checks (CRCs) and pseudo random number generators
(PRNGs). Based on this specification and with the aim of
keeping the cost of tags low, EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags have
limited number of gates available for additional security
purposes. The limited processing and storage capability
of the RFID tags limits the effective use of cryptographic
techniques as there are roughly 2.5k–5k equivalent gates
available for security purposes on a standard chip [9]. This
is insufficient for standard cryptographic techniques such
as RSA [9]. Further, the use of established security primi-
tives such as one-way hash functions is not possible. As
noted by Chen et al. [10] established hash functions such
as SHA-1 and MD5 require between 16k and 20k gates
for implementation. This is clearly infeasible for low-cost
RFID tags. However, quadratic residues based on modular
squaring operations require only a few hundred gates for
implementation making them an attractive option for
securing low cost EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags [10,11].

We also note that while cheaper cryptographic alterna-
tives such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) exist and
authentication schemes such as ERAP [12] based on ECC
have been proposed for RFID systems. However, as demon-
strated by Batina et al. [13], implementation of ECC would
require between 8.2k and 15k equivalent gates which is
beyond the capabilities of low cost RFID tags – the efficient
implementation of ECC for RFID tags is still an open re-
search problem.

Many RFID applications use fixed RFID readers, where
the channel between the RFID reader and the server is as-
sumed to be secure. However, emerging applications of
RFID such as the ‘‘Green Taxi’’ service and the fraudulent
wine produce detection in Korea involve mobile RFID read-
ers [14]. In the green taxi service, a passenger is able to re-
trieve the details regarding the taxi that they are traveling
in based on the in-taxi RFID tag using a RFID-enabled mo-
bile device (such as a smartphone). They can then transmit
these details to friends and family, who are then able to
track their location. However, insecure transmission of
information over the wireless channel between the mobile
reader and the back-end server can cause reader/owner
privacy disclosure.
While there has been considerable work on authentica-
tion and privacy in RFID systems, these are concentrated
on achieving security properties only between the RFID
reader and the RFID tag [3,15–17,10,18,11]. Further, most
schemes make the assumption of the existence of a secure
channel between the reader and the server and are not sui-
ted for mobile/wireless RFID readers. Emerging applica-
tions with mobile/wireless enabled RFID readers require
security and privacy properties to be achieved over both
the tag–reader channel and the reader–server channel as
both channels are open to compromise. Hence the motiva-
tion for our work. In this paper our main contributions can
be summarized as:

� A novel approach to authentication and privacy in RFID
systems based on quadratic residues and in confor-
mance to EPC Class-1 Gen-2 specifications. Our scheme
requires tags to perform modulo squaring, bitwise
operations (XOR, multiplications), CRC calculations
and pseudo random number generation (e.g., LAMED
[19]) . All of these are within the capabilities of low-cost
RFID tags [20,21].
� A collaborative authentication scheme suited to RFID

systems with mobile/wireless readers where both the
tag–reader channel and the reader-server channel are
insecure.

The main distinctions between our work and the work
of Chen et al. [10] and Yeh et al. [11] are:

� We do not require the tag to compute hash functions.
Chen and Yeh require 3 and 4 hash functions to be
implemented respectively.
� Our scheme takes into account the insecure nature of

the reader-server channel and achieves, reader authen-
tication, reader anonymity and reader location privacy
explicitly. Chen and Yeh do not explicitly achieve these
properties.
� Our scheme is suited for mobile/wireless reader RFID

systems while Chen and Yeh’s schemes are not as they
make secure channel assumptions with regards to the
server–reader channel.

The required security properties to achieve authentica-
tion and privacy in RFID systems can be summarized as fol-
lows [18,22–24]:

� Tag anonymity (P1): The protocol should protect against
information leakage that can lead to disclosure of a tag’s
real identifier. This is important as otherwise an
attacker may be able to clone a valid tag.
� Tag location privacy (P2): The protocol should ensure

that the message contents are sufficiently randomized
to ensure that they cannot be used to track the loca-
tion(s) of the tags and thereby glean social information
about the wearer of the tag.
� Forward secrecy (P3): The protocol should ensure that

on compromise of the internal secrets of the tag, its pre-
vious communications cannot be traced by the attacker.
This requires that previous messages are not dependent
on current resident data on the tag.
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� Reader anonymity (P4): The protocol should protect
against information leakage that can lead to disclosure
of a reader’s real identifier. This is important as other-
wise an attacker may be able to clone a valid reader.
� Reader location privacy (P5): The protocol should ensure

that the message contents are sufficiently randomized
to ensure that they cannot be used to track the loca-
tion(s) of the readers and thereby glean social informa-
tion about the owner.
� Replay attacks (A1): The protocol should be able to resist

compromise by an attacker through the replay of mes-
sages that have been collected by an attacker during
previous protocol sequences. This requires that protocol
messages in each round of the protocol are unique.
� Desynchronisation attack (A2): The protocol should be

able to recover from incomplete protocol sequences
that can occur due to an attacker selectively blocking
messages. Importantly, such blocking of messages by
an attacker should not lead to desynchronisation
between the tag and the server/reader.
� Server impersonation (A3): The protocol should ensure

that the server cannot be impersonated by an attacker.
This requires that the tag/reader challenges a server to
prove its legitimacy thereby achieving mutual
authentication.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we present related work with an overview of the
two quadratic residues based schemes proposed by Chen
et al. [10] and Yeh et al. [11]. In Section 3 we present our
approach based on quadratic residues followed by a de-
tailed security analysis and performance comparison of
our scheme in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the work.
2. Related work

The need for security and privacy in RFID systems is
well recognized and there has been a significant amount
of work in this area [25,24,26,22,23,27]. However, the
practical implementation of most schemes are limited by
three main factors. Firstly, many schemes do not achieve
conformance to EPC Class 1 Gen-2 standards and hence
cannot be implemented on low cost tags which cannot
support complex computation (such as hash functions).
Secondly, schemes that are compliant to EPC Class 1 Gen-
2 standards do not provide robust security in terms of
authentication and privacy. Thirdly, most schemes assume
that the channel between the back-end server and the
reader is secure and hence they are not suitable in mo-
bile/wireless reader environments where this assumption
does not hold.

Early approaches to deal with the security problem in
RFID systems include the use of shared secrets with the
use of a pseudorandom function ensemble [28]; hash
chains to update a shared random identifier [15]; mono-
tonically increasing session hashes to prevent replay at-
tacks [29]; shared secrets and random nonces [30];
monotonically increasing timestamps [16]; and the use of
XOR (exclusive OR), hash chains and a shared secret key
between the reader and the back end server for reader
tag authentication [17]. Security flaws and protocol vulner-
abilities can be identified in all these schemes [31].

In 2004, Juels proposed a ‘‘Yoking proof’’ based on keyed
hash functions and message authentication code (MAC)
functions for pharmaceutical applications [6]. However,
Juels’ scheme fails to provide tag anonymity and is not
resistant to replay attacks and chosen plain-text attacks
[10]. In 2005, Wong et al. [7] proposed the ‘‘hash-lock’’
scheme which was also found to have several security
weaknesses. Specifically, it does not provide location pri-
vacy and is not resistant to replay and server impersona-
tion attacks [10]. Further, since both schemes require the
implementation of hash functions on the tags they are
not EPC Class-1 Gen-2 compliant.

In 2007, Chien and Chien [20], proposed a mutual
authentication protocol that achieves EPC Class-1 Gen-2
compliance and is based on random nonces and CRC calcu-
lations. However, it suffers from significant security draw-
backs. Cryptanalysis of Chien’s scheme by Peris-Lopez et al.
[32], shows that it cannot guarantee the unequivocal iden-
tification of tags, forward secrecy and location privacy of
tags. It is also observed that it is not robust to resist tag
impersonation and auto-desynchronisation attacks. Lo
et al. [33] proposed an improvement to Chien’s scheme
but it still does not address the location privacy concern
and can be compromised by collaborating readers [34]. In
the scheme by Yeh et al. [34], Chien’s and Lo’s schemes
are improved with the added security property of reader
authentication. Reader authentication is based on a hash
value calculated over a reader identifier and a random
number. The scheme may be susceptible to auto-desyn-
chronisation as it requires synchronization of three differ-
ent values between the tag and the server. The database
index (Ci), the access key (Pi) and the authentication key
(Ki) are all updated during each successful authentication.
Also, from the tag’s computational point of view this can
be inefficient. More importantly however, Yeh’s scheme
does not satisfy the required security properties and is sus-
ceptible to server impersonation and data integrity attacks
as the server is not challenged by the tag and server data is
transmitted in the clear. Similar to Yeh’s scheme, Cho et al.
[35] proposed a hash-based scheme that does not make se-
cure channel assumptions. However, cryptanalysis of the
scheme by Safkhani et al. [36] has shown that the scheme
is vulnerable to desynchronisation, tag impersonation and
reader impersonation attacks.

Chen and Deng’s scheme [37] is based on CRC and PRNG
functions and suitable for implementation on EPC Class-1
Gen-2 tags. However, the use of CRC functions makes it
possible for attackers to exploit the completely linear
property of the CRC function [32] and Kapoor et al. [38]
have recently shown that Chen and Deng’s scheme is vul-
nerable to impersonation attacks. Further, each reader
and each tag is required to hold in memory n parameters
and n key values. While this might be possible for readers,
it places severe storage constraints on the tags. We also not
that the tag is required to perform (n + 1) CRC calculations
each round to verify whether a reader is a legal reader. This
is not ideal.

Chien and Laih [18] have proposed a lightweight secu-
rity scheme based on error correction codes with secret
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parameters. Schemes based on error correction codes are
attractive as they can be robust to desynchronisation at-
tacks since they do not require regular updating of tag se-
crets. They work on the principle that the tag introduces
random error vectors into the communication with the
server which the server is able to remove using the secret
generator matrix and secret parity matrix. Thus the com-
municating tag can be identified uniquely. Chien and Laih’s
scheme is based on secret linear codes, PRNG and a secret
key. The main drawback of the scheme lies in the
scalability of the model with respect to storage require-
ments. With EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags, with a linear code of
length 128, dimension 1024 and distance 22 and with a
secret key of 256 bits, if the number of row vectors
assigned to each tag is 3 the system will only be able to
support 341 tags. More importantly, the storage require-
ment on each tag to support this many tags would be
3 � 1024 + 256 = 3328 bits � 416 bytes. As noted by the
authors themselves this is clearly not suitable for large
scale applications as the storage requirement on each tag
would be very large and infeasible.

In [39] Liu and Bailey have proposed the privacy and
authentication protocol (PAP) specifically for a retail envi-
ronment. It is based on a shared key between the reader
and the tag, a privacy state and hash value computation
by the tag and the reader. Variations of the protocol are
proposed for check-out, in-store, out-store and return ac-
tions that are common in a retail environment. However,
PAP fails to provide tag anonymity as the tag identifier is
transmitted in the clear. The authors argue that this is
acceptable since the protocol is designed specifically for a
controlled environment. In addition, PAP fails to comply
with EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standards. Further, vulnerability
analysis of PAP by Nasser et al [40] shows that PAP suffers
from traceability and impersonation attacks.

In [10], Chen et al. proposed the first mutual authentica-
tion scheme based on quadratic residues. The scheme was
designed to achieve mutual authentication, tag privacy and
resistance to replay and desynchronisation attacks. How-
ever, cryptanalysis of this scheme by Cao and Shen [41]
shows that the scheme is vulnerable to tag impersonation
attacks, replay attacks and tag location disclosure. Chen’s
scheme was improved by Yeh and Wu [11] by having the
tag generate an additional random number. We provide a
detailed description of the two quadratic residues based
schemes below.

2.1. Review of Chen et al.’s quadratic residue based mutual
authentication scheme

Chen et al.’s scheme has two phases: initialization and
authentication. It proceeds as follows (Fig. 1).

In the initialisation phase, the server generates two
large prime numbers p and q and computes n = pq. It pro-
ceeds to choose a one-way hash function h(�) and a pseu-
do-random number generator PRNG(�). The server makes
the value of n and h(�) public. The server sets up the tag
by choosing a random number r that serves as a shared se-
cret and writes TID, h(TID) and r into the tag’s memory. TID
includes EPC codes depending on the user’s specification.
The server maintains a record of the form hh(TID),TID,r,roldi
for each tag in its database. Initially, rold = r and h(TID)
serves as the primary key.

The authentication phase proceeds as follows:
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Step 1: Reader ? Tag
The reader generates a random challenge s and it
broadcasts a ‘‘hello’’ message to the tag along with s.

Step 2: Tag ? Reader
On receiving the reader’s challenge, the tag
proceeds to compute x = h(TID) � r � s using the
challenge from the reader and TID, h(TID) and r
from its memory. It also computes X ¼ x2modn
and R ¼ r2modn. It forwards to the reader
hX,R,h(x), h(r)i.

Step 3: Reader ? Tag
Once the reader receives the tag’s response
hX,R,h(x), h(r)iit forwards this information along
with s to the server over the secure server–reader
channel.

Step 4: Server ? Tag
When the server receives hX,R,h(x), h(r), si, the ser-
ver solves X ¼ x2 modn and R ¼ r2 modn by using
the Chinese Reminder Theorem, obtaining four
roots (x1,x2,x3,x4) and (r1,r2,r3,r4) respectively. It
then compares h(xi) with h(x) and h(ri) with h(r)
where i = 1–4 to determine the unique values of
x and r. The server then computes x � r � s, obtain-
ing h(TID). Using h(TID) the server locates the tag
record in the database. If it is not found, the server
will abort the session. If found, the server verifies
that the solved r is equal to the value of r or rold

in the record that it retrieved from the database.
If the resulting r is equal to the r in the tag record,
Fig. 2. Yeh et al.’s mutual authentication s
the server computes h(xack) = h(TID � r) and sends
it to the reader. It then sets rold = r and r PRNG(r).
On the other hand, if the resulting r is equal to rold

in the tag record, the server computes h(xack) = h(-
TID � rold) and sends it to the reader. Neither r nor
rold stored in the server is updated.

Step 5: Reader ? Tag
Once the tag receives the hh(xack)i from the server
via the reader, it verifies if h(TID � r) = hh(xack)i. If
correct, the tag updates r with PRNG(r); else it
aborts.

2.2. Review of Yeh et al.’s improved quadratic residue based
mutual authentication scheme

Yeh et al.’s scheme has two phases – initialisation and
authentication (Fig. 2). The initialization phase remains
the same as in Chen et al’s scheme with the authentication
phase as follows:

Step 1: Reader ? Tag
The reader generates a random challenge s and
sends it with a ‘‘hello’’ message to the tag.

Step 2: Tag ? Reader
Once the tag receives the challenge s from the
reader it generates a random number t and com-
putes x¼ hðTIDÞ� r� s� t; y¼ r� t; X ¼ x2 modn;
R¼ ðr2 modnÞ� t and T ¼ t2 modn. The tag then
sends hX,R,T,h(x),h(y),h(t)i to the reader.
cheme based on quadratic residues.
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Step 3: Tag ? Reader
Once the reader receives the tag’s response, it
forwards this response together with s to the
server over the secure reader–server channel.

Step 4: Reader ? Server
On receiving hX,R,T,h(x), h(y),h(t),si from the
reader, the server solves X ¼ x2 modn and
T ¼ t2 modn using the Chinese Reminder Theo-
rem and p and q to obtain the roots (x1,x2,x3,x4)
and (t1, t2, t3, t4) respectively. It then compares h(xi)
with h(x) and h(ti) with h(t) for i = 1–4 to determine
the unique values of x and t. The server then pro-
ceeds to compute R� t ¼ ðr2mod nÞ and solves for
r using the Chinese Reminder Theorem with p and
q to obtain the four roots (r1,r2,r3,r4). It then com-
pares h(ri � t) with h(y) where i = 1–4 to determine
the unique value of r. The server then computes
x � r � s � t to get h(TID) and uses it to locate the
tag’s record on the server. The server aborts if a
match is not found. If a match is found the server
verifies if the solved r is equal to the stored values
of r or rold; else it aborts. If the resulting r is equal
to the r in the tag record, the server computes
h(xack) = h(TID � t � r) and sends it to the reader. It
then sets rold = r and r PRNG(r). On the other
hand, if the resulting r is equal to rold in the tag
record, the server computes h(xack) = h(TID �
t � rold) and sends it to the reader. Neither r nor rold

stored in the server is updated.
Step 5: Reader ? Tag

Once the reader receives h(xack) from the server, it
forwards it to the tag. The tag verifies if the
received h(xack) is equal to h(TID � t � r). If it is
then the tag updates r with PRNG(r).

2.3. Analysis of Chen et al.’s and Yeh et al.’s schemes

Chen et al.’s scheme has been shown to be vulnerable
to tag impersonation attacks, replay attacks and location
privacy compromise [11,41]. In Chen’s scheme, the tag
does not generate random numbers for each session
which makes it vulnerable to tag impersonation. To
impersonate a tag, the adversary records R and h(r) in
step (2) followed by malicious queries to cheat the tag
out of responses three times. The adversary then derives
the secret value h(TID) � r allowing it to impersonate the
tag using this value and the recorded value of R and h(r).
For the detailed attacking steps we refer the reader to
[41].

The scheme is also vulnerable to replay attacks. By
blocking or modifying step h(xack) in step (5), the adversary
can prevent the tag from updating r. Since h(xack) is a func-
tion of TID and r, an attacker can simply replay the
recorded value of h(xack) from the previous round to
achieve successful authentication with the tag.

Finally, Chen’s scheme does not achieve location pri-
vacy. By blocking or modifying step h(xack) in step (5), the
adversary can prevent the tag from updating r. Conse-
quently, in the next reading of the tag, R and h(r) will
remain unchanged. Consequently, tracing of the tag
becomes trivial for an adversary.
Yeh et al.’s scheme addresses these security vulnera-
bilities by requiring the tag to generate a random num-
ber t for each tag interaction. However as is clear, both
Chen’s original quadratic residue based scheme and Yeh’s
improved version require the tag to compute multiple
hash functions. Hence both schemes are not suitable for
EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags. Further, both schemes assume
the existence of a secure server-reader channel. Hence
they are not applicable in environments where this can-
not be guaranteed such as in wireless/mobile reader
applications.

We finally note that though the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags
are severely resource constrained, hash functions such as
SQUASH by Shamir [21] for implementation on low-cost
RFID tags have been proposed. Shamir’s scheme is based
on the Rabin Cryptosystem and is designed to serve as a
message authentication code (MAC). It is therefore not pro-
tected against information leakage [21] and so not suited
for environments such as RFID systems that need to ensure
that the privacy of the tag is also preserved. In addition,
Shamir’s scheme was proven to be not provably secure
by Ouafi and Vaudenay [42]. It was also shown by Gosset
et al that implementation of SQUASH would require up
to 6000 gates [43]. While this is certainly an improvement
on methods such as SHA-1, that require close to 10000
gates, it is still not suited to the computational constraints
of EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags. This further highlights the diffi-
culty of implementing secure hash functions on low-cost
RFID tags.
3. The proposed scheme

In this section we present our proposed approach based
on the quadratic residue property that can achieve the
security requirements of current and emerging RFID sys-
tems/applications. Our scheme is designed to be in confor-
mance with EPC Class-1 Gen-2 standards [8] as we do not
employ encryption functions or hash functions. We firstly
describe the quadratic residue property followed by the
details of our collaborative authentication scheme.
3.1. The quadratic residue property

If n is a positive integer, then R is said to be the qua-
dratic residue of n if (n,R) = 1 and the congruence
x2 � Rmodn has a solution. Suppose that n = pq where
p � 3mod4 and q � 3mod4 are distinct large primes and
that the congruence x2 � Rmodn has a solution x = xo.
From the Chinese Remainder Theorem there are exactly
four incongruent solutions of the congruence
x2 � Rmodn (i.e., R has four incongruent square roots mod-
ulo n). However, in order to be able to compute these solu-
tions, knowledge of p and q is required. Due to the
difficulty of factoring n it is computationally infeasible to
find x satisfying x2 � Rmodn without knowing p and q
[10,44]. Without loss of generality, if x is replaced with
x2, and if a solution exists for ðx2Þ2 � Rmodn, it is clear that
the solution is required to be a perfect square (x2). How-
ever, of the four possible solutions (obtained using the Chi-
nese Remainder theorem) only one of those would be a
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quadratic residue modulo n satisfying x2 � Rmodn [44]
(see pp. 421–427). Our proposed scheme is based on this
uniqueness property of the quadratic residue while the
schemes by Chen et al. [10] and Yeh et al. [11] are not.
As a result we are able to eliminate the need for the use
of hash-functions by the tag. The details of our proposed
scheme are presented below.

3.2. Collaborative authentication scheme based on unique
quadratic residues

In our collaborative authentication scheme (Fig. 3) we
do not assume the existence of a secure channel between
the back-end server and the reader. Hence security proper-
ties need to be achieved over both the reader–tag and the
reader–server channels. The collaborative authentication
scheme has two phases: an initialization phase and an
authentication phase. We describe the two phases below.
3.2.1. The initialization phase
The server generates four large prime numbers p, q, g

and h and computes n = pq and m = gh. It also decides upon
a hash function h(�) and a PRNG(�). Each valid reader and
tag in the system is uniquely identified with RID and TID
respectively. For each valid tag in the system the server
computes RTID = h(TID) � r and R�1

TID ¼ hðTIDÞ � r�1 where r
is a random number and r�1 is the previous value of r. Ini-
tially r = r�1. For each valid tag in the system the server
stores a record of the form hRTID; R�1

TID; TID; hðTIDÞ; r; r�1i.
Each tag is initialized with hTID,h(TID),n,ri. For each valid
reader in the system the server stores a record of the form
hRID,h(RID)i and each reader is initialized with
hRID,h(RID),mi.

3.2.2. The collaborative authentication phase
The authentication phase in our scheme proceeds as

follows.



Table 2
Performance comparison.

Scheme Rounds Tag Reader Server Security
assumption

EPCC1G2
compliance

Database loading
(worst case)

Juels [6] 6 3Hash None 4Hash Yes No O(1)
Wong et al. [7] 5 1Hash None 1Hash Yes No O(n)
Chien and Chien [20] 5 1CRC 1PRNG n+1CRC Yes Yes O(n)

2PRNG 2PRNG
Chen et al. [10] 5 3Hash 1PRNG 10Hash Yes No O(1)

2modulo
squaring

1PRNG

1PRNG 2Square root
solving

Yeh et al. [11] 5 4Hash 1PRNG 14Hash Yes No O(1)
3modulo
squaring

3Square root
solving

2PRNG 1PRNG
Lo and Yeh [33] 5 7PRNG None 10PRNG Yes Yes O(1)

3CRC 2CRC
Yeh and Wang [34] 5 7PRNG 1PRNG 6PRNG No Yes O(n)
Chen and Deng [37] 5 2CRC 2CRC,

1PRNG
Not Involved Yes Yes O(n)

1PRNG
Liu and Bailey [39] 4 2Hash 1Hash Not involved Yes No O(1)

1PRNG 1PRNG
Cho et al. [35] 5 2Hash 1PRNG 1Hash No No O(n)

1PRNG 1PRNG
Our collaborative

authentication scheme
5 3modulo

squaring
2PRNG 2Square root

solving
No Yes O(1)

3PRNG 3modulo
squaring

1PRNG

1Hash
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Step 1: Reader ? Tag
The reader sends a ‘‘hello’’ message along with a
unique challenge s to the tag.

Step 2: Tag ? Reader
On receiving the challenge s, the tag computes
x = h(TID) � r � s � t where t PRNG(�) The tag
also computes x0 ¼ x2 modn; x00 ¼ ðx2Þ2 modn and
t00 ¼ ðt2Þ2 modn. The tag sends hx00, t00i to the reader.

Step 3: Reader ? Server
On receiving the tag’s response hx00, t00i, the reader
computes y = h(RID) � s � u where u PRNG(�).
The reader also computes y0 ¼ y2 modn; y00 ¼
ðy2Þ2 modn and u00 ¼ ðu2Þ2 modn. The tag sends
hx00, t00,y00,u00,si to the server.

Step 4: Server ? Reader
The server on receiving hx00,t00,y00,u00,si from the
reader, solves for the least positive residue Y of y2

modulo m and U of u2 modulo m using the Chinese
Remainder Theorem [44]. The server is capable of
doing this due to its knowledge of the factors of m,
g and h. Using y00, g and h, the server is able to com-
pute the four square roots of y4 modn and identify
the quadratic residue of y2 modn and the value of
y2 using the Legendre symbols of these square roots
modulo g and h. It is to be noted that without the
knowledge of g and h it is infeasible to calculate the
value of Y [44]. Similarly, the server is able to deter-
mine the value of U using u00, g, h and determine value
of u2 using the Legendre symbols of these square
roots modulo g and h. The server then checks to see
if y� s � u = h(RID) matches a record on the server.
If it does, then the server validates the reader as a
valid reader and proceeds to authenticate the tag.
In order to authenticate the tag, the server solves for
the least positive residue R of x2 modulo n and T of t2

modulo n using the Chinese Remainder Theo-
rem [44]. The new server is capable of doing this
due to its knowledge of the factors of n, p and q. Using
x00, p and q, the new server is able to compute the four
square roots of x4 modn and identify the quadratic
residue of x2 modn and the value of x2 using the
Legendre symbols of these square roots modulo p
and q. It is to be noted that without the knowledge
of p and q it is infeasible to calculate the value of R
[44]. Similarly, the server is able to determine the
value of t using t00, p, q. The server then checks to
see if x � s � t = RTID or R�1

TID. If it matches a record
on the server, the tag is authenticated as valid as it
proves that the tag is in possession of the shared
secret r or r�1; else the server aborts the authentica-
tion request. If the tag is successfully authenticated,
the server generates ACK = h(TID) � t � PRNG(x � R).
It then computes ACK0 = (ACKkU) � h(y) and sends
hACK0i to the reader. Further, if the tag is identified
using RTID the server updates r�1 = r and r PRNG(r).

Step 5: Reader ? Tag
The Reader on receiving hACK0i verifies if u is cor-
rect in ACK0 � h(y) by comparing with the l least
significant bits of ACK0 � h(y), where l is the length
of u. If u is not matched the reader aborts. How-
ever, if correct, it proves to the reader, that the ser-
ver is in possession of g,h the factors of m and
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therefore the server is authenticated by the reader.
The reader, then forwards, h ACKi to the tag, where
ACK = [ACK0 � h(y)]	l.

The tag on receiving ACK verifies using its local informa-
tion if ACK = h(TID) � t � PRNG(x � x0). If correct it proves
that the server is in possession of p and q and was able
to solve for the unique quadratic residues modulo n. The
server is therefore authenticated by the tag and by implica-
tion it also authenticates the reader as a valid reader. The
tag updates r PRNG(r). On the other hand, if the received
ACK does not match the local values, the tag aborts.

4. Security analysis

In this section we present the security analysis of the
proposed protocols. We first prove the security correctness
of the proposed approach using strand spaces to show that
the scheme achieves the required properties of agreement,
uniqueness and originality between the tag and the server
[45].

We then present a series of claims and prove that the
required security properties are achieved. We follow an ap-
proach similar to [10] for the security analysis which is
consistent with other research in this area [11,39,34].

4.1. Security correctness

We first consider the security correctness of the pro-
posed protocols. In order to prove the security correctness
of the proposed scheme we undertake analysis using
strand spaces [45]. As a result of the analysis we show that
the proposed approach satisfies the required property of
agreement, originality, uniqueness and secrecy between
the tag and the server. We use the following notations
for this purpose:

P; R: penetrated strand space and strand space;
T, Tname: set of texts representing atomic messages;
C: bundle;
KP: set of keys known to the penetrator;
ni: nodes in the strand space;

: precedence relationship;
@: subterm relationship;
SAP: the proposed protocol.
Table 1
Comparison of security and privacy properties.

Scheme P1 P2

Juels [6] No No
Wong et al. [7] U No
Chien and Chien [20] U No
Chen et al. [10] U No
Yeh et al [11] U U

Lo et al. [33] U No
Yeh et al. [34] U U

Chen and Deng [37] No No
Liu et al. [39] No No
Cho et al. [35] U U

Our Collaborative Authentication Scheme U U

U: Fully satisfied; §: Not fully satisfied (assumed);z: Not applicable. P1: Tag ano
P5: Reader location privacy; A1: Resistant to replay attacks; A2: Resistant to de
Definition 1. An infiltrated strand space R; P is a SAP

space if R is the union of three kinds of strands:

� Penetrator strands s 2 P;
� Initiator strands s 2 Init[Tagi, Si,R,x] where

x = h(TID) � s � r � t, with trace: h + {hello,s}, �{x00, t00},
+ {ACK)}i where Tagi, Si 2 Tname, R, x 2 T but R R Tname.
� Responder strands s 2 Resp[Tagi,Si,R,x] where

x = h(TID) � s � r � t, with trace h � {hello,s}, + {x00, t00}, �
{ACK}i where Tagi,Si 2 Tname, R, x 2 T but x R Tname.

4.2. The originality and uniqueness of x

Proposition 1.
1. R is a SAP space, C is a bundle in R and w is a respon-
der strand in Resp[Tagi,Si,R,x];

2. K�1
s ð¼ hp; qiÞ R KP;

3. R – x, s and x is uniquely originating in R.

Then C contains an initiator strand v 2 Init[Tagi,Si,R,x].
We will prove this using a sequence of lemmas.

We fix an arbitrary R; C; s; Tagi; Si; R; x satisfying the
hypothesis of Proposition 1. The node hs,3i receives the va-
lue ACK = h(TID) � t � PRNG(x � R); for ease of reasoning
we will refer to this node as n3 and to its term as v3. The
node hs,2i outputs the value x00, t00; we will refer to this
node as n0 and its term as v0.

Lemma 1. x originates at n0
Proof. By the assumptions, x @ v0 and the sign of n0 is
positive since it originates from Tagi. Thus we need to
show that x 6@ n0 where n0 is the node hs,1i preceding
n0 on the same strand. Since term(n0) = hello,s we need
to check that x – s; this is true from the hypothesis since
s @ x. Further, x – hello from the stipulation that
x R Tname. h

We next present the main lemma that establishes that
the crucial step of solving for the quadratic residue of x
using x00, p, q is performed on a regular strand and not a
penetrator strand.
P3 P4 P5 A1 A2 A3

U § § No No U

U § § No U No
No § § No No U

U § § No U U

U § § U U U

U § § U No No
U U U U No No
U § § U U No
No § § No z No
U U U U No No
U U U U U U

nymity; P2: Tag location privacy; P3: Forward secrecy; P4: Reader privacy;
synchronisation attacks; A3: Resistant to impersonation attacks.
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Lemma 2. The set S ¼ fn 2 C : x@termðnÞ ^ v0 6@termðnÞg
has a ^-minimal node n2. The node n2 is regular and the
sign of n2 is positive.
Proof. Because n3 2 C, and n3 contains R (derived from
x00,p,q) but not v0, S is non-empty. Hence S has at least
one ^-minimal node n2 that is positive.

We now need to show that this node n2 cannot lie on a
penetrator strand p. We consider the various possible
penetrator strands according to the trace of p.

M. The trace tr(p) has the form h+tiwhere t 2 T; hence we
must have t = x. In this case x originates on this strand. But
this is impossible as x originates uniquely on n0 (Lemma 1).

K. The trace tr(p) has the form h+K0i where K0 2 KP. But
x 6@ K0 and hence this case does not apply.

F. The trace tr(p) has the form h�gi and thus lacks any
positive nodes. This is not possible since node n2 is positive
(Lemma 2).

T. The trace tr(p) has the form h�g, +g, +gi so the
positive nodes are not minimal occurrences. Again this
does not apply as it contradicts the minimality of n2 in S.

C. The trace tr(p) has the form h �g, �h, +ghi, so the
positive node is not a minimal occurrence again con-
tradicting the minimality of n2 in S.

E. The trace tr(p) has the form h�K0; �h; þfhgK0
i.

Suppose x@fhgK0
^ v3 6@fhgK0

. Since x–fhgK0
; x@h. More-

over, v0 6@ h, so the positive node is not minimal in S.
D. The trace tr(p) has the form h�K�1

0 ; �fhgK0
; þhi. If we

assume K�1
s ¼ K�1

0 , then there exists a node m with
termðmÞ ¼ K�1

s . Since by assumption K�1
s R KP , we may

infer that K�1
s originates on a regular node. However, it is

clear that no initiator or responder strand originates K�1
s .

S. The trace tr(p) has the form h�gh, +g, +hi. Assume
term(n2) = g. Because n2 2 S,x @ g and v0 6@ g. By the mini-
mality of n2 however, we know that v0 @ gh, it therefore
follows that v0 @ h.

Let T ¼ fm 2 C : m � n2 ^ gh@termðmÞg. It is clear that
every member of T is a penetrator node, because no regular
node contains a subterm gh where h contains a subterm v0.

T is non-empty because hp,1i 2 T. Hence T has a
minimal member m which is of positive sign. Clearly, m
cannot lie on M, F, T, K strands.

For the remaining strands, consider:
S. If gh @ term(m), where m is a positive node on a

strand p0 of kind S, then gh @ term(hp0,1i). Moreover,
minimality of m in T is contradicted by hp0,1i �m.

E(D.) If gh @ term(m), where m is a positive node on a
strand p0 of kind E(or D) then gh @ term(hp0,2i). Minimality
of m in T is contradicted by hp0,2i �m.

C. If gh @ term(m), where m is a positive node on a
strand p0 of kind C and m is minimal in T then gh = term(m)
and p0 has trace h �g, �h, +ghi. Hence, term(hp0,1i) =
term(n2) and hp0,1i � n2 contradicting the minimality of
n2 in S. Therefore, n2 does not lie on a penetrator strand but
must lie on a regular strand instead. h
Definition 2. Fix some n2 that is 
-minimal in
S ¼ fn 2 C : x@termðnÞ ^ v0 6@termðnÞg, and is therefore reg-
ular and positive.
Let t be a strand on which n2 lies. It can be shown that
the strand t also has a node in which v0 occurs.

Lemma 3. A node n1 precedes n2 on t and term(n1) = v0.
Proof. We know from Lemma 1 that x originates uniquely
at n0 in R. It is clear that n2 – n0, because v0 @ term(n0)
while v0 6@ term(n2). It therefore follows that x does not
originate at n2. Hence there must be a node n1 preceding
n2 on the same strand such that x @ term(n1). By the
minimality of n2, v0 @ term(n1). However, since no regular
node contains v0 as a proper subterm, v0 = term(n1). h
Lemma 4. The regular strand t containing n1 and n2 is an
initiator strand, and is contained in C.
Proof. Node n2 is a positive node and comes after a node
(namely n1) of the form v0. Hence t is an initiator strand;
since if it was a responder strand, it would contain only a
negative node after one of that form. Hence n1 and n2 are
nodes in t 2 C. h

Proof of Proposition 1 follows from Lemmas 3 and 4 h

Proposition 2. If R is a SAP space and R is uniquely
originating in R then there is at most one strand
t 2 Init[Tagi,Si,R,x] for any Tagi,Si,x.
Proof. If t 2 Init[Tagi,Si,R,x] for any Tagi,Si,R then ht,3i is
positive, R @ termht,3i and R cannot occur earlier on t due
to dependence on x. Therefore, R originates at node ht,3i.
Hence if R originates uniquely in R there can be at most
one such strand t. h
4.3. The secrecy of x
Proposition 3. Suppose:

1. R is a SAP space, C is a bundle in R and s is a responder
strand in Resp[Tagi,Si,R,x];

2. K�1
s ð¼ hp; qiÞ R KP;

3. R – x and x is uniquely originating in R.

Then for all nodes m 2 C such that x @ term(m), either,
v0 @ term(m) or ACK @ term(m). In particular x – term(m).
Proof. Let R; C; s; Tagi; Si; x and R satisfy the hypothesis as
in Proposition 3. Consider,

S ¼ fn 2 C : x@termðnÞ ^ v0 R termðnÞ ^ ACK R termðnÞg:
h

If S is non-empty, then there is at least one ^-minimal
element. We show through the following two lemmas that
such nodes are neither regular nor penetrator nodes.
Therefore S is empty and the theorem holds.

Lemma 5. No minimal element of S is a regular node.
Proof. Suppose instead that m 2 S is minimal and a regular
node. Therefore m is positive.
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It is clear the Node m cannot lie in a responder strand s:
Only n0 is positive and v0 = term(n0), so n0 is not in S. Nor,
can m lie on a responder’s strand s0 – s. In that case,
m = hs0,2i, so term(m) = {x00, t00}. Since, x @ term(m) it implies
that x originates at m, contradicting the assumption that x
originates uniquely on node n0.

Suppose next that m lies on an initiator strand s0. It is
clear that either m = hs0,1i or m = hs0,3i.

If m = hs0,1i, then since x0 @ term(m), x originates at m
contradicting the assumption that x originates uniquely on
n0.

If m = hs0,3i, then term(m) = {ACK}. Therefore the second
node hs0,2i is of the form fj00 ¼ j4mod n; t00g. However, x – j
as otherwise {ACK} = term(m). Hence hs0,2i is in S con-
tradicting the minimality of m. h
Lemma 6. No minimal member of S is a penetrator node.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 2. h
4.4. Security properties of the collaborative authentication
scheme

We now consider the security properties of the pro-
posed scheme.

1. Tag anonymity: In our scheme, steps (2) and (5) implicitly
contain the tag identifier TID. However, it is enciphered
well and cannot be detected by an attacker. Firstly, from
(2), hx00,t00i in order to obtain TID from x00, the attacker
would need to solve for x. However in order to do this
knowledge of p and q is required by an attacker. In the
unlikely event that the attacker is able to guess p and q
and obtain x, recall that x = h(TID) � r � s � t where r is
secret and t is generated internally by the tag. Therefore
h(TID) is well-protected. And from the one-way property
of the hash function TID will not be revealed to an attacker.
Secondly from step(5) hACKi, recall that ACK = h(TID) � t�
PRNG(x � R). In order to obtain, h(TID), the attacker needs
to know p and q in order to solve for t, x, R from step(2).
Similar to (2), TID is further protected by the one-way
property of the hash function. Hence TID cannot be
obtained by an attacker by compromising the message
contents in (2) and/or (5).

2. Tag location privacy: In order to prove tag location pri-
vacy we will show that the values of the messages that
are used in our scheme hx00, t00,ACKi cannot be linked to
an individual tag.
Firstly, in step (2) it is clear that x00 is not unique to a
specific tag. Since x00 is derived from x = h(TID) � s
� r � t, where t is generated uniquely for each protocol
sequence. Therefore, x is guaranteed to be different each
round. Further, it is obvious that two different tags in
the system can generate the same x00 ¼ ðhðTID1Þ � s1�
r1 � t1Þ4mod n ¼ ðhðTID2Þ � s2� r2 � t2Þ4mod n. Hence
a tag cannot be tracked using the value of x00. In a similar
fashion in flow(5) ACK = h(TID) � t � PRNG(x � R) is not
unique to a specific tag. It is true that h(TID) is a con-
stant for a given tag; however, for each protocol round
t, x, R will all vary and hence ACK will vary. It is also
obvious that two different tags with h(TID1) and
h(TID2) can both generate identical values for
ACK = h(TID1) � t1 � PRNG(x1 � R1) = h(TID2) � t2 � PRNG
(x2 � R2). Hence, location privacy of a tag cannot be
compromised by an attacker through tracking of the
message exchanges.

3. Forward secrecy: In order to prove forward secrecy we
show that even if the tag is compromised and its current
resident data is obtained by an attacker, this cannot
enable tracing of any previous communication. Assume
that the current resident data is hTID,h(TID),n,ri and
without loss of generality the previous conversation of
the tag is denoted by, hs�1,x

00�1, t
00�1,ACK�1i. s�1 is a ran-

dom challenge from the reader and hence is not linked
to the resident data on the tag. x

00�1 is derived from
x�1 = h(TID) � s�1 � r�1 � t�1 where h(TID) is a constant
and is the current resident data on the tag; however,
r�1 – r and both s�1 and t�1 are random and hence not
linked to the current resident data. Therefore, x and by
implication x00 is not dependent on the current resident
data. As noted earlier, since t is random, t

00�1 is essentially
random as well and cannot be linked to the current
resident data. Finally, ACK�1 = h(TID) � t�1 � PRNG
(x�1 � R�1). Only h(TID) is dependent on the current res-
ident data while, t�1, x�1, R�1 are all independent of the
current resident data. Hence ACK�1 cannot be linked to
the current resident data. Therefore with knowledge of
the current resident data on the tag, an attacker cannot
trace previous communications of the tag.

4. Reader anonymity: In our scheme steps (3) and (4)
implicitly contain the reader ID (RID). However, it is
enciphered well using a hash function, s and u. Firstly
from (3), we see that in order to obtain RID from y00

at a minimum knowledge of g, h is required in order
to solve for y. In the unlikely event that the attacker
is able to solve for y, recall that y = h(RID) � s � u;
therefore RID is further protected by the one-way
property of the hash function. Similarly in (4), y and
therefore RID is protected by the one-way property of
the hash function. Hence the scheme provides reader
anonymity.

5. Reader location privacy: In order to prove reader location
privacy we show that the values of the messages used
in steps (3) and (4) cannot be traced back to a specific
reader. Firstly, in step (3), hx00, t00,y00,u00,si, x00 and t00 are
both generated independently by the tag and therefore
cannot be linked to a reader. Secondly, both y00 and u00

will be different during each protocol sequence as u is
a random number and y00 is dependent on y = h(RID) �
s � u. Since, s and u are generated fresh each protocol
round, y is guaranteed to be different each time. Simi-
larly, u00 will also be different each protocol round. Fur-
ther, we note that two different readers, with RID1 and
RID2 can generate the same y00 if, h(RID1) � s1 � u1 =
h(RID2) � s2 � u2. Therefore, linking of the message con-
tents in (3) to a specific reader is not possible. By a sim-
ilar reasoning (4) cannot be linked to a specific reader
since ACK0 is dependent on y, which is generated fresh
each time and is not specific to a reader. Hence the
scheme offers reader location privacy.
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6. Replay attacks: In order to show resistance to replay
attacks we will show that an attacker cannot imperson-
ate a valid reader by replaying previous messages.
Assume an attacker records a previous step (3),
hx00, t00,y00,u00,si�1 and replays it to the server as part of
a protocol sequence. By the same reasoning as in the
mutual authentication case, the server will abort since
s – s�1. However, an attacker can choose to partially
replay the values in (3) as hx00, t00,y00�1,u

00�1,s�1i or
hx00, t00,y00�1,u

00�1,si after communication with a legiti-
mate tag in steps (1) and (2). In the former case, when
the server solves for y�1 and u�1 and checks if
y�1 � s�1 � u�1 = h(RID), matches a record on the server,
it will find a match. The server will therefore proceed to
solve for x and t and check if x � s�1 � t = RTID or R�1

TID

However, this cannot hold since s – s�1. In the latter
case, when the server solves for y�1 and u�1 and checks
if y�1 � s � u�1 = h(RID), matches a record on the server,
it will not find a match. Therefore in both cases the ser-
ver will abort.
We next show that server impersonation is also not
possible through replay by an attacker. Assume an
attacker records a previous ACK

0�1 and replays to the
reader in step (4). Recall that ACK

0�1 = (ACK�1ku�1) �
h(y)�1. Since u – u�1 and h(y) – h(y)�1 the reader will
abort when it compares u with u�1 contained in
ACK

0�1 � h(y). Therefore the scheme is resistant to
replay attacks.

7. Desynchronisation attack: An attacker can cause denial
of service (DoS) by causing desynchronisation between
the server and the tag by either blocking or successfully
forging step (5) hACKi. If an attacker succeeds in block-
ing hACKi, the tag will fail to correctly update the value
of r. Hence in any subsequent protocol sequence, it will
calculate its values using the non-updated value of r
(i.e., r�1). However since the server stores both r and
r�1 it will still be able to correctly identify the tag using
R�1

TID.
An attacker can also cause desynchronisation by forging
ACK and causing the tag to update its value of r inde-
pendent of the server. If an attacker is successful in
forging ACK then permanent DoS will result between
the tag and the server as the tag will update r to r+1

resulting in unrecoverable desynchronisation with the
server (since the server only stores r�1 and r). However,
forging of ACK will require at a minimum knowledge of
x as noted earlier. By the quadratic residue property it is
impossible to compute x without knowledge of p and q.
Hence, only the valid server is able to compute the
correct value for step (5) such that ACK = h(TID) � t �
PRNG(x � R). Thus, an attacker cannot successfully forge
ACK and hence our scheme is protected against desyn-
chronisation leading to DoS. We note that desynchroni-
sation attacks on the reader do not apply since there is
no shared value that is updated each protocol round.

8. Server impersonation attack: The scheme is protected
against server impersonation which can cause a tag to
reveal its information to an attacker. In order to imper-
sonate a server, an attacker should successfully gener-
ate ACK in order to complete the protocol sequence.
Recall, that ACK = h(TID) � t � PRNG(x � R). When, an
attacker is challenged by the tag in step (2) hx00, t00i in
response to an attacker generated query, the attacker
firstly would need to solve for the correct values of x,
t. Based on the quadratic residue property, this requires
knowledge of p and q. In the unlikely event, that the
attacker is able to correctly guess p and q and obtain
x, t the attacker would still not be able to generate a cor-
rect ACK. Recall, that x = h(TID) � s � r � t. With knowl-
edge of s, t the attacker would be able to generate
x � s � t = h(TID) � r. However, to correctly generate
ACK the attacker would need to obtain h(TID) which
requires the knowledge of the shared secret r. Hence
an attacker will not be able to successfully impersonate
a server to the tag.

From the discussion above, we can see that the collabo-
rative authentication scheme provides robust security
properties.

4.5. Comparison with other protocols

In Table 1 we compare the security properties of current
authentication protocols that have been proposed. We ob-
serve that Yeh et al. [34] and Cho et al. [35] aim to achieve
all of the required security properties required for mobile/
wireless RFID systems. However both schemes suffer from
proven vulnerabilities such as desynchronisation and
impersonation attacks. All other schemes do not explicitly
take into account the security properties of the reader–ser-
ver channel. Such current schemes also fail to achieve one
or more properties – we observe that the schemes by Chien
and Chien [20], Chen and Deng [10] and Lo et al. [33] do
not achieve location privacy. Chien and Chien’s scheme
[20] also does not achieve forward secrecy and is not resis-
tant to replay and DoS attacks based on desynchronisation.
Lo et al.’s [33] scheme suffers from desynchronisation and
server impersonation attacks. Of the two quadratic residue
based schemes Chen et al.’s [10] scheme suffers from tag
impersonation, location privacy and replay attacks. How-
ever, as noted earlier Yeh et al.’s [11] scheme meets all of
the required security properties in a fixed reader environ-
ment with secure channel assumptions. As noted in the
security analysis (Section 4), our collaborative authentica-
tion scheme satisfies all of the required security properties
without secure channel assumptions.

In Table 2 we compare the performance of our schemes
with other schemes. In the schemes proposed by Chien
and Chien [20], Chen et al. [10], Yeh et al. [11] and Chen
and Deng [37] the channel between the reader and the ser-
ver is assumed to be secure. Hence there is no reader–server
authentication that is built into the schemes and hence they
are not suited for mobile/wireless RFID systems. In, [10,35]
and [11] tags are required to implement hash functions.
Firstly, implementing of hash functions on passive RFID tags
is an open research problem [35] and secondly, such
assumptions are not in conformance to EPC standards [8].
It is also known that even the cheapest hash function will
cost approximately 1.7k gates to implement [10]; however,
constructions based on universal hash functions often give
away part of their key bits [46] while others such as SQUASH
are more expensive(6k gates). In the schemes by Cho [35],
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Yeh [34] and our collaborative authentication scheme the
server–reader channel is not assumed to be secure. How-
ever, as noted earlier, there are security problems with Cho’s
and Yeh’s schemes and both schemes are not EPC Class-1
Gen-2 compliant. Of the two quadratic residue based
schemes, both the schemes by Chen et al. [10] and by Yeh
et al. [11] are not EPC Class-1 Gen-2 compliant as they both
require the tag to implement hash functions. Our collabora-
tive authentication scheme achieves EPC Class-1 Gen-2
compliance as hash functions are required to be imple-
mented only by the reader and the server.

We also observe that most schemes have a worst case
database loading of O(n), where n is the number of tags
in the system. In order, to protect against desynchronisa-
tion attacks most schemes store previous and current key
values and/or secrets leading to an increased number of re-
cord-by-record operations and verifications. One of the
challenges in authentication is to identify a tag unequivo-
cally without information leakage and high database load-
ing. Both quadratic residue based schemes however are
able to achieve a worst case database loading of O(1).
Chen’s scheme [10] achieves a complexity of O(1); how-
ever to achieve this, the tag is required to calculate 3 hash
values. Further, the server is required to calculate 10 hash
values to allow it to identify the tag uniquely. Yeh’s scheme
[11] also achieves a complexity of O(1). However, the tag
and the server are required to now compute 4 and 14 hash
values respectively. Therefore, both schemes are not suit-
able for EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags. Our collaborative authen-
tication scheme however is able to achieve a complexity of
O(1) without using hash functions and without compro-
mising our resistance to desynchronisation attacks. Fur-
ther, the tag computation is restricted to modulo
squaring, bit-wise operations, CRC calculations and ran-
dom number generation. All of which are within the capa-
bilities of EPC Class-1 Gen-2 tags. Importantly, as noted by
Chien and Chien [20], only a few hundred gates are re-
quired for implementing modular squaring operations;
this is much cheaper than even the simplest hash function.
Thus we see that our scheme provides the required secu-
rity properties while at the same time conforming to EPC
Class-1 Gen-2 standards.

In terms of the number of messages and storage
requirements we have found that it is comparable across
most of the schemes.
5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have a proposed a novel approach to
authentication and privacy in RFID systems based on un-
ique quadratic residues. The proposed approach addresses
the 3 main drawbacks of current schemes – robust secu-
rity, EPC Class-1 Gen-2 compliance and suitability for mo-
bile/wireless environments. The proposed approach can
successfully validate the tag, reader and back-end server
in a RFID system as legitimate parties and is cheaper than
other quadratic residues based methods. Our collaborative
authentication scheme is suitable for mobile/wireless
reader environments where secure channel assumptions
are invalid. Importantly, our proposed scheme is suited
to the computational constraints of EPC Class-1 Gen-2 pas-
sive RFID tags as it only uses the modular squaring, CRC
and PRNG functions that passive RFID tags are capable of
and does not require the implementation of hash functions
on RFID tags. This differentiates the proposed approach
from the schemes proposed by Chen et al. [10] and Yeh
et al. [11].

Security analysis of our proposed scheme shows that it
achieves the required properties of tag anonymity, tag
location privacy and forward secrecy while being resistant
to replay, desynchronisation and server impersonation at-
tacks. In addition to these security properties, the collabo-
rative authentication scheme also achieves reader
anonymity and reader location privacy. Performance com-
parisons show that our scheme is practical and can be
implemented on passive tags and achieves a worst case
database loading of O(1). In the future we hope to complete
a test bed implementation of the proposed scheme.
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